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Reflex

Reflecting on the ‘performative body’ Ronald Bal works with words, time 
and body movement. For the theatre Theater de Generator in Leiden, 
Netherlands, Bal made a performance of 2 hours showing a body in three 
repetitive stages, sanding, walking and running, in varied tempos and 
rhythms. The scenography was a screenplay showing words and time. The 
words change every thirty seconds so the reader could interpret word and 
action,and make short sentences over time. 

The screenplay shows 40 words, often used as directions in a rehearsal,that 
provoke the body directly. . The words repeat every 20 minutes showing a 
different reading related to the body. 



Photo©: David Galjaard Reflex, Theater de Generator in Leiden, Netherlands



Pulse

Based on the ideas of Gene Youngblood that “man’s ongoing historical drive 
to manifest his consciousness outside of his mind, in front of his eyes,” 
Ronald Bal works on a method to use recording, archiving and film as part of 
his performances. The methods focus on 3 levels: recording body 
movements, reading film-script and body movement, and mirroring body 
movement. Although this research project is still going, he already showed 
two works in Bulgaria and the Netherlands,and gave a performance lecture at 
the University of Leiden, Netherlands.

Pulse | Extended

For Sofia underground 2016, Bulgaria, Ronald Bal was asked to show his first 
draft of the research project ‘Pulse | Extended’. In this work the body 
functions as a scenographic machine, directing and archiving images and 
‘sharing’ it online. During the performance Ronald Bal asked the audience 
to participate and record the event. After the festival the audience sent their 
data, which Ronald Bal made into a film called ‘Pulse | bending Senses 
Behind the Self ’, 4.26 minutes. 
 

Pulse | Multiplicity 

Invited to make a work for the LISFE Artist Computation 2016 in Leiden, 
Netherlands, Ronald Bal played upon the ambiguous space that functioned 
both as cinema and exhibition. For the duration of the festival he made a film 
of 20 minutes combined with a performance. The performance is an 
encounter between audience, the space and film. The film can be read as a 
‘script’ between body and images. The performance is based on the 
choreography that studies the transition, dynamics, direction and poses in 
motion through the use of repetition. The varying tempos and rhythms were 
recorded and played on the screen.

The film – performance was awarded as the winner of LISFE artist competi-
tion 2016.

Pulse | Multiplicity – an exploration of film and action. 
How movement in film and body form narrative structures. 
https://vimeo.com/171285370
Password: Multiplicity2016

Pulse | Bending Senses Behind the Self - an exploration of  ‘sharing’ the ‘self ’. 
How audience participate and record events.
https://vimeo.com/170866126
No password



Photo©: Kieffer Victoria, Pulse | Extended, Sofia underground 2016, Bulgaria



Photographer: Kirsten Heshusius, Pulse | Multiplicity, LISFE 2016, Leiden, Netherlands



One Body

The series One Body, in collaboration with Wim van der Beek, reflected on 
changing mass, volume and movement as a form of a sculptural act. Ronald 
Bal placed two bodies in nature, which was very important in relation to the 
content of the work. To avoid neuteral gallery spaces, nature opened new 
relations between an older and a younger male body. By a simple 
choreography of lying down, sitting and standing Ronald Bal uses the 
element of chance as a method to reflect on the body as a sculptural form. 
The poses were captured on camera that isolated body movements. The time 
posing reflected from 30 seconds to 10 minutes. 

The work was shown in Gallery Zerp in Rotterdam and in Museum CODA 
in Apeldoorn, Netherlands, in 2014 and 2015, that invited Ronald Bal to 
take part in the exhibition.

The film Resume, 2014
As part of the project Ronald Bal made the film ‘Resume’. 
https://vimeo.com/106276244
Password: Resume2014



 One Body #5, in collaboration whit Wim van der Beek.



 One Body #3, in collaboration whit Wim van der Beek.



Chiaroscuro

For Performance Plus in Zwolle, Netherlands, Ronald Bal, in collaboration 
whit  Michel Ninaber, created an open reading of the performance
by presenting the process material and sculptural poses that he used during 
his research, live and in film and photos. In the performance and in the 
registration Ronald played with a metal light pole. By turning the pole his 
body emerges and disappears with no clear beginning or ending. By 
showing the performance live in the context of a ‘theatre’ and as material 
in a ‘gallery space’ he aimed to disclose the abstruse space of time between 
conceiving a work and 

The film Chiaroscuro, 2013
https://vimeo.com/63230088
Password: Chiaroscuro2013



Chiaroscuro #4, in collaboration whit Michel Ninaber.



Short Biography 

Ronald Bal graduated as a visual artist at ArtEZ Zwolle (the Netherlands) 
and was awarded with the ‘Best of graduates 2010’ exhibition at Gallery 
Ronmandos in Amsterdam. His work is shown at diverse museums and 
project spaces, including museum CODA in Apeldoorn (2104-2015) 21 
Rozendaal in Enschede  (2010), National Palace of Culture in Sofia (2016) 
and the Grimmuseum in Berlin (2013). In addition, Ronald Bal participated 
in various festivals and academic conferences, such as PAO 2015 in Oslo, 
Creature Live Art in Kaunas (2014), Venice International Performance Art 
Week in Venice (2016) and the academic conference ‘The politics of 
Performance and Play. Feminist Matters (Leiden University, 2016). From 
2010 – 2016 Gallery Zerp in Rotterdam represented his work and showed 
his work in various exhibitions and art fairs. Ronald Bal also taught 
performance art at Willem de Kooning Academy Rotterdam and during PAS 
2014 (Performance Art Studies) in Kaunas, Lithuania. 

Characteristic for Ronald Bal is a multidisciplinary practice that integrates 
visual- and performance art through various methods of translation, such as 
choreography, sculpture, video and storytelling. In doing so he explores the 
language of movement, creates spaces to expose and elude systems of 
representation and mechanisms of subjectification, and aims to reformulate 
the relationship between the object and the subject.


